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Conclusion:
The daily variation in reported sleepiness is mainly determined by the
duration of prior sleep and by illness.
Background
Sleepiness is present in many aspects of life – sleep pathology, shiftwork, sleep curtailment in general, probably also as subtle variations
in daily life. This has never been investigated, however. The present
study sought to relate the dailymean level of sleepiness to the
amount of reported sleep in the prior night across a period of 42
days in 50 individuals.
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a=p<.05;
b=p<.01; c=p<.001

Results
The mixed model analysis (below) shows that the main multivariate
predictors were prior TST and illness. The coeffiicient for the former
corrsponds to 0.17 units of of sleepiness (KSS) for each hour of sleep,
meaning that a reduction of 2 hours of sleep yields a an increase in
sleepiness of 0.32 units. The modest gradient probably reflects the
modest variation issleep duration (446±96 min).
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Methods
50 inidividual rated their sleep once a day (Karolinska Sleep Diary) and their sleepiness Karolinska Sleepiness Scale (KSS) on rising and bedtime and every three hours in between. The duration of the study was 42 days. The data was analyzed using a mixed model regresion with
KSS as the dependent variable and the listed variables above as predictors (fixed factors).
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